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The development and maturation of the 
prefrontal cortex occurs primarily during 

adolescence and is fully accomplished at the age 
of 25 years. The development of the prefrontal 
cortex is very important for complex behavioral 
performance, as this region of the brain helps 

accomplish executive brain functions.









                        Time Management 

    Students have so much they are expected to manage:

 (Plus, the older they get the more we expect them to manage, sometimes 
without teaching them how to)

1. Assignment Deadlines for multiple classes
2. Time Frames - school, work, responsibilities, 
3. Extra-Curricular Activities - clubs, sports, jobs
4. Sleep (most teenagers do not get enough)
5. Household responsibilities/expectations
6. Down time (yes, this is important for everyone to have)



                            Optional Tool



How to use Google Classroom to manage 
schoolwork

Benefits-

● One place for students to see what is coming up/missing/handed in;
● Syncs with google calendar to reflect when items are due;
● Has a meet link on the top for class meetings;
● Teachers often post notes and videos of lessons for students to review if they 

did not understand a topic or missed a class period;
● Can be accessed on phones or tablets via an app;
● Is a better reflection of what students have completed/not completed than 

Power School.



If you have any questions or want to get more information 
about how to use Google Classroom or any application in the 

Google Suite: 
https://sites.google.com/apps.southwindsorschools.org/edtech-resources-for-students/



Communicate your needs with your teacher, 
classmates, counselor and parents/guardians

Ask for help: 

➢ Before/after class
➢ GoGuardian
➢ E-mail your teacher
➢ Attend office hours 





Example email to teacher:

Dear (insert teacher name),

I would like to request extra help. I am free on 
Wednesday at 2:00. I am having trouble 
understanding the information and need your help. 
Please let me know if you are available on 
Wednesday.

Thank you, (insert your name)



“But I Don’t Know How To Study...No One Has 
Ever Taught Me How To Study”

● Simple

● Repetitive 

● Accountable 



Simple

A good plan is uncomplicated!

Master the Simple…...Start now, start small, build confidence 

1. Copying Notes, speaking into a phone, & listening to them

2. Making flashcards, charts, visuals, acronyms (ADD COLORS)

3. Tie the new knowledge to previously mastered knowledge

4. Teach/talk to someone else

5. Seeking extra help from teacher JUST prior to test





Repetitive 

A good plan is one that you're going to do!  

If it hurts too much, tweak the plan 

Practice, Practice, Practice

a.  Copy notes (or flashcards, chart, etc.) 4 times on Monday

b.  Read notes 7 times on Tuesday

c.   Speak notes into a phone on Wednesday

d.  Listen to notes 10 times on Thursday (insert Extra Help Session, Teach Someone)

e.  Review all on Friday morning @ breakfast with a TREAT

                                                           i.      Take TEST



Accountable
1. Make a check off chart and place in a HIGHLY VISIBLE location

2. Consider tying it to a motivating nugget
a. Special dinner, dessert, privilege, etc. 


